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1 Introduction
This comment reviews the “once learning” mechanism (OLM) that was proposed by Weigang (1998),
the subsequent success of “one-shot learning” in object categories (Li FF et al., 2003), and “you only
look once” (YOLO) in objective detection (Redmon
et al., 2016). Upon analyzing the current state of
research in artiﬁcial intelligence (AI), we propose
to divide AI into the following basic theory categories: artiﬁcial human intelligence (AHI), artiﬁcial
machine intelligence (AMI), artiﬁcial biological intelligence (ABI), and artiﬁcial quantum intelligence
(AQI). These can also be considered as the main directions of research and development (R&D) within
AI, and distinguished by the following classiﬁcation standards and methods: (1) human-, machine-,
biological-, and quantum-oriented AI R&D; (2) information input processed by dimensionality increase
or reduction; (3) the use of one/a few or a large number of samples for knowledge learning.
AI has gone through more than 60 years of evolution since its conception to its establishment as
‡
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a scientiﬁc ﬁeld (Russell and Norvig, 2003; Luger,
2005; Wu, 2020). Whether it is knowledge engineering based on logical symbols or machine learning (ML) proﬁcient in numerical computing, the
rapid and continuous development of AI has led to
outstanding achievements (Pan, 2017, 2018; Zhuang
et al., 2017). In particular, the extraordinary success
of deep learning (DL) in natural language processing
(NLP) and signal/image/video processing has catapulted human civilization into the era of AI (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Silva and Zhao, 2016).
Previous landmark achievements are undoubtedly important in AI R&D and will impact the subsequent development of this ﬁeld. IBM’s Deep Blue,
Google DeepMind’s AlphaGo and AlphaFold, and
other projects that challenge human intelligence have
signiﬁcant developments in the history of AI (Campbell et al., 2002; Silver et al., 2017; Jumper et al.,
2021). This article does not intend to review all
processes comprehensively, but will instead focus on
several relevant points. For example, “once learning”
is a parallel learning mechanism that aims to simulate the phenomenon of “once seen, never forgotten”
(in Chinese:
) with neural networks (NNs)
(Weigang, 1998). The “one-shot learning” method
(Li FF et al., 2003) in object categorization tries to
reproduce human meta-learning mechanism with one
or a few examples (Miller et al., 2000). YOLO and
“single shot detector” (SSD) were proposed as novel
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learning models for object detection (Liu et al., 2016;
Redmon et al., 2016).
Industrial and business magnates lead R&D
in the AI area. For instance, Google Brain proposed the transformer method (Vaswani et al., 2017).
Subsequently, the Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) was introduced to
achieve speciﬁc downstream applications such as text
generation, translation, and analysis, which led to
high precision NLP (Devlin et al., 2018). In addition,
a large-scale Chinese corpora for pre-training language models, WuDaoCorpora, was developed by the
Beijing Academy of AI (Yuan et al., 2021). Backed
by extensive funding, talent, equipment, and data,
large corporations propel scientiﬁc and technological breakthroughs, setting a new trend in AI R&D.
Consequently, this leads to confusion and challenges
among researchers (both practitioners and students)
of AI theory.
ML and DL occupy the main focus of AI R&D.
On Apr. 11, 2021, we used several keywords to search
on Google. Google showed 13.64 billion searches for
“Twitter.” Although “AI” as a keyword of a subject
term should have considerable inﬂuence, the number of matching searches was only about 680 million, far fewer than the 2.38 billion hits on “ML” and
2.17 billion on “DL.” Similarly, on Google Scholar,
there were about 3.19 million documents pertaining
to AI, only 41% of the number related to “Twitter.”
There were more than 5.36 million documents related to ML and 4.90 million related to DL. From
Table 1, compared to AI basic research, it was notable that intensive ML/DL research is signiﬁcant
for promoting the development of AI, but excessive
and repeated research may cause a waste of human
and other resources in the whole AI ﬁeld.
Despite the great progress made in theoretical
research of AI in recent decades, there is a need to
outline a theoretical system and scientiﬁc classiﬁcation to guide R&D in AI (Pan, 2016; Evans and
Grefenstette, 2018; Li JZ and Tang, 2019). There is
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an opportunity to develop a framework to complement the theoretical system to guide the direction
of R&D, while avoiding uneven development. Financial and human resources are limited, and many
researchers are working on ML, whereas only a few
focus on basic AI theory. The theoretical framework
of AI still needs to be strengthened, and programmatic guiding ideologies are necessary.
Quantum computing and communications are
areas that are developing rapidly. Putting them
into practical use is just around the corner, and
this is bound to elevate AI into a new age (Arute
et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020). Although quantum
computing and AI have been developed in parallel
and each has achieved signiﬁcant results, these two
ﬁelds should be able to be combined to complement
each other in both theory and applications (Weigang,
1998; Sgarbas, 2007; Dunjko and Briegel, 2018).
In this comment, we review the evolution and
challenges of the OLM and analyze the current status of AI. Considering the existing problems and
prospective solutions, our proposal is to classify AI
into four basic categories. The ﬁrst is AHI, which
focuses on the development of human-like learning, human-like robots, and other human-oriented
AI. Next, AMI focuses on the development of ML,
machine-like robots, and other machine-oriented AI.
Third, there is ABI, which focuses on the realization of bio-inspired learning, bio-robots, and other
biological-oriented AI. Lastly, AQI focuses on the
quantum generalizations of AI and the development
of new methods of quantum AI. These new concepts
can be considered the basic branches and main macro
directions for future AI R&D.

2 Once learning, one-shot learning, and
you only look once
Humans can acquire most of the information directly and indirectly related to them from the natural environment, perform knowledge processing, and

Table 1 Keyword search results from Google on Apr. 11, 2021
Number of searches/documents (×106 )

Site
Google
Google Scholar

Twitter

ML

DL

AI

13 640 (100%)
7.75 (100%)

2380 (17%)
5.36 (69%)

2170 (16%)
4.90 (63%)

680 (5%)
3.19 (41%)

ML: machine learning; DL: deep learning; AI: artificial intelligence
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optimize decision-making. The phenomenon of “once
seen, never forgotten” means visually perceiving the
real world with a glance, and then learning, memorizing, and reasoning the observed scenes to make
decisions and even express emotion.
To describe this phenomenon and thinking process, the “once learning” approach was proposed by
Weigang (1998) and Weigang and Da Silva (1999).
The idea was based on self-organizing mapping
(SOM) with an unsupervised learning model (Kohonen, 1990). Regarding human behavior following visual knowledge acquisition, three characteristics are
modeled: (1) full-screen information input of twodimensional (2D) images/texts is processed once; (2)
an unsupervised learning mechanism is established
using a few parameters; (3) parallel and synchronous
memory processing and knowledge learning for fullscreen information are implemented.
The “one-shot learning” method was proposed
in regard to object categories of computer vision (Li
FF et al., 2003). As the basic learning mechanism of
meta-learning, the current “few-shot learning” technique has become a standard learning paradigm in
AI (Miller et al., 2000; Li FF et al., 2006). Extended
methods such as “zero-, one-, and few-shot learning”
have been successfully used in NLP (Brown et al.,
2020).
Some computer vision developers proposed the
YOLO and SSD models (Liu et al., 2016; Redmon
et al., 2016) for object detection. Unlike the previous region-based method, these methods demonstrate the practicality of region-free skill and have
achieved successful applications.
Although the motivations and purposes diﬀer,
the ﬁrst step of the information input process of these
three approaches follows the OLM. “Once learning” is not limited only to the planar graph and
text learning of 2D information, but can also be
extended to multi-dimensional information (Valova
et al., 2005). The parallel learning mechanism of
“once learning” has also been proposed for quantum
computing (Weigang, 1998). Some scholars have
made promising progress in this topic (Li F et al.,
2004; Bhattacharyya et al., 2014; Konar et al., 2016;
Wiśniewska et al., 2020).
Considering the potential of OLM for further
development of human-like learning, it is imperative
to propose a new classiﬁcation of AI research.
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3 Perspectives: AHI, AMI, ABI, and
AQI
As the R&D of AI continues to progress rapidly,
it is generally accepted that AI is currently classiﬁed
by its applications, such as expert systems, image
processes, NLP, and robotics. In this case, if AI
is regarded as a discipline, classiﬁcation of its secondary disciplines is neither clear nor reasonable. In
this section, we discuss the classiﬁcation of AI using
the method of ontology. Table 2 shows the acronyms
and the meanings of some new or uncommon terminologies used in this paper.
Table 2 Acronym and its meaning
Acronym
ABI
AGI
AHI
AMI
ANI
AQI
ASI
GHLR
HEP
HLL
MML
OLM
SHLR

Meaning
Artiﬁcial biological intelligence
Artiﬁcial general intelligence
Artiﬁcial human intelligence
Artiﬁcial machine intelligence
Artiﬁcial narrow intelligence
Artiﬁcial quantum intelligence
Artiﬁcial super intelligence
General human-like robots
Human emotion processing
Human-like learning
Multimodal learning
Once learning mechanism
Super human-like robots

AHI focuses on the development of humanoriented AI, such as human-like robots and humanlike learning. Human-like robots will be the mainstream of AHI. It is proposed to include the following
sub-branches:
1. Human-like robots, which are robots with human bodies and even human emotions. They include super human-like robots (SHLR) that live with
humans as partners, as well as general human-like
robots (GHLR) that assist humans as domestic workers, security guards, and drivers, and provide other
related services.
2. Human-like learning (HLL), which is a theoretical and technical subject related to human-like
robots and includes meta-learning, “once learning,”
and other new learning approaches.
3. New and upcoming human brain science and
engineering subjects including human emotion processing (HEP).
4. Knowledge engineering, which includes the
combination of symbolical knowledge processing and
numerical computing.
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5. Research on the theory and application of
AHI, such as wearable smart devices.
AMI focuses on the development of machine
computing capabilities that can strengthen ML/DL,
machine-like robots, and other machine-oriented
AI. AMI is proposed to include the following
sub-branches:
1. ML, which includes NNs, DL, and other numerical computing.
2. Machine-like robots, such as humanoid
robots, machine arms, unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), automated driving systems, and remote
surgery systems.
3. Engineering related to the implementation
of AMI, such as electronics, machinery, materials,
equipment, and computers.
4. Research on the applications of AMI related
to, for example, smart cities and intelligent transport
systems.
ABI focuses on the realization of bio-inspired
learning, bio-robots, and other biological-oriented AI
under the guidance of AI ethical principles. ABI is
proposed to include the following sub-branches:
1. Bio-inspired learning and others.
2. Bio-robots, such as RoboSwift, Spider, biomedical engineering, and cybernetics.
3. Genetic programming, swarm intelligence,
and other traditional topics.
4. Research on the theory and application of
ABI, including protein structure prediction.
AQI focuses on the quantum generalizations of
AI problems and the development of new methods
of AI using quantum computing. AQI is proposed to
include the following sub-branches:
1. Quantum enhancements for AI, such as quantum perceptron, learning, and emotion.
2. Quantum generalizations of AI problems.
3. New quantum methods in AI problem solving.
4. Related research and applications of quantum
computing for AHI, AMI, and ABI.

4 AI classification: research object,
sample size, and dimensionality
4.1 Traditional AI classification
Several classiﬁcations of AI have been proposed
(Russell and Norvig, 2003; Luger, 2005; Floreano
and Mattiussi, 2008; Wu, 2020). Russell and Norvig
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(2003) designed a combination of thinking/action
and human/rational, demonstrating four ﬁelds related to AI. This classiﬁcation is an eﬀective guide
for AI studies, but it is necessary to complement the
theoretical architecture of AI.
Another popular scheme categorizes AI into artiﬁcial narrow intelligence (ANI), artiﬁcial general
intelligence (AGI), and artiﬁcial super intelligence
(ASI) (Gottfredson, 1997; Bostrom, 2006). This
classiﬁcation is based on the characteristics of intelligence, but it does not have obvious boundaries or
classiﬁcation methods.
The traditional classiﬁcation of AI branches is
based mainly on the following aspects:
1. The research ﬁelds of AI, which include
mainly: robots and unmanned machines; NLP; image, audio, and other signal processing; Internet of
Things; automatic driving.
2. AI technology, which includes mainly the following: search; knowledge expression and reasoning;
expert systems; NNs and ML/DL; data mining; pattern recognition.
3. The application ﬁelds of AI, which include
mainly the following: intelligent transportation systems; smart cities; e-commerce; smart recommendations; social networks; data science; others.
The concepts and classiﬁcations mentioned
above play a positive role in the development of AI.
However, with the progress of AI R&D, new concepts
and classiﬁcation methods need to be explored.
4.2 Classification standards and methods
1. Divided by object of research: humanoriented vs. machine-oriented vs. biological-oriented
vs. quantum-oriented
This classiﬁcation method is relatively intuitive
and is based on the object of research. Humanoriented intelligence research methods and technologies are classiﬁed as AHI. Examples include human
brain studies, emotion processing, knowledge-based
reasoning systems, and human-like robots. AI research that incorporates machines as the main subject is classiﬁed as AMI, and includes ML, DL, and
machine-like robots. AI research with biology as the
main object is classiﬁed as ABI, which is exempliﬁed
by bio-robots. As an important up and coming topic,
AI research with quantum computing and communication as the main object is classiﬁed as AQI and
includes quantum learning, quantum NNs, and etc.
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2. Divided by the manner of input samples: few
samples vs. more samples
“Once learning” as well as “few-shot learning”
uses a system with prior knowledge from a small
number of samples, which allows for the identiﬁcation of new objects. This process embodies the human learning model and can be considered as humanlike intelligence. Most ML methods require learning
a large or even a vast amount of data/knowledge.
These supervised learning methods can be classiﬁed
as machine intelligence.
3. Divided by the knowledge processing mode:
dimensionality increase vs. dimensionality reduction
Humans and most animals have ﬁve senses:
touch, sound, sight, smell, and taste. If an intelligence system is able to accept multiple senses and
process the information comprehensively, it is called
multimodal learning (MML) (Baltrušaitis et al.,
2019; Ramesh et al., 2021). At present, research on
MML among images, videos, audios, and semantics
is one of the most popular ﬁelds of study. Traditional intelligence systems generally accept only one
type of sense and perform information processing.
This is known as monomodal learning. To enhance
the high-level intelligence of a system, the dimensionality of information input, called the ascending
dimensionality for short, must be increased. This
type of research can be summarized as a branch of
AHI.
On the other hand, because NNs and even computers are good at processing low-dimensional information in ML, data dimensionality reduction on
data is widespread, such as One-Hot encoding and
various embedding methods. Embedding operations
are used to reduce information dimensionality for
the convenience of machine calculations. Related research can be classiﬁed as machine intelligence.
Table 3 summarizes several essential aspects of
AI classiﬁcation, including intelligent objects, input
dimensionality, sample collection, knowledge expres-
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sion, learning mechanisms, and various robots. The
deﬁnitions and categorizations are initial proposals,
which need to be discussed further and studied in
the AI community.

5 Final considerations
We started this comment with a review of three
speciﬁc learning methods that appear in the literature: “once learning,” “one-shot learning,” and
YOLO. These methods can be summarized as OLM
because both the information input processing and
learning paradigm use the same approach. Additionally, “one-shot learning” is widely accepted by
the academic community, and has been extended to
include “few-shot learning,” which has become a typical method of NLP, meta-learning, and other AI
applications.
To strengthen the theoretical study of AI, we
propose to categorize AI into four branches: ABI,
AHI, AMI, and AQI. This classiﬁcation can be considered a new framework of sub-disciplines that will
promote AI study. With the highlighting of new concepts in AHI, HLL and HEP will advance quickly and
reﬂect the state-of-the-art AI R&D. Taking robotics,
which is an essential part of AHI, as an example,
human-like robots including SHLR and GHLR will
become more important in the near future. On the
other hand, the combination of quantum computing
and AI has become important for R&D in both ﬁelds.
The proposal of AQI is an initiative based on previous studies and will form the next AI wave together
with AHI. There will be many challenges and opportunities for AQI if the quantum computer becomes a
practical computing tool for human beings.
Some standards and classiﬁcation methods are
also discussed here, including the object of research,
scale of input samples, and dimensionality increase
or reduction. In future research, it is imperative
to discuss the following topics: (1) classiﬁcation

Table 3 Summary of the classifiers of AI
Topic
AI object
Learning
Robotics
Input
Sample
Knowledge

ABI

AHI

Biological-oriented
Human-oriented
Heuristic
Human-like
Bio-robots
Human-like
Dimensionality increase
Few data
+Symbolic

AMI

AQI

Machine-oriented
Quantum-oriented
ML/DL
Quantum learning
Machine-like
Quantum-like
Dimensionality reduction
Big data
+Numeric
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standards; (2) classiﬁcation methods; (3) development plans for each branch of AI; (4) AI concepts
and sub-branch extensions.
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